The experimental lattice parameters were obtained from the ICSD database. In order to obtain accurate band gap, we have used the experimental lattice parameters for our electronic structure calculations, as tabulated in Table: S-I. 
III. EFFECTIVE MASS CALCULATION
The effective mass of MX 2 compounds were calculated by considering non-parabolicity and multiple bands extrema, as implemented in pymatgen code 3, 4 . The effective mass of MX 2 compounds at room temperature for a carrier concentration of 10 18 cm −3 is tabulated in Table: S-II. The effective mass follows the trend observed in the dispersion of band structure.
For example, the conduction band has a very flat band along Γ-A (z) direction, which leads to the large effective mass of n-type along this direction. These effective mass values also explains the observed anisotropy in electrical conductivity. at T = 300 K for the n-type carriers. From these values of σ and σ/τ , the relaxation time is estimated to be τ = 2.32 × 10 −14 s at T = 300 K. In this regime, the experimental data from this sample 5 follows an approximate electron-phonon temperature dependence of σ ∝ T −1 . Furthermore, the doping dependence of τ was considered by taking the standard electron-phonon form of τ ∝ n −1/3 , which was also adopted in Ref. 6 . From this information, we obtain the relation:
where, the units of τ , T and n are s, K and cm −3 , respectively. We analyse the τ dependence on T at a fixed carrier concentration of n = 10 20 cm −3 and the τ dependence on n at a fixed temperature of T = 300 K for ZrSe 2 , as shown in Fig: S-6 , which is estimated by using Eqn. (1). We incorporate this relaxation time for the calculation of ZT for all TMDs due to unavailability of experimental data for other materials.
